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Abstract Machine Learning is a powerful tool to reveal
and exploit correlations in a multi-dimensional parameter
space. Making predictions from such correlations is a highly
non-trivial task, in particular when the details of the under-
lying dynamics of a theoretical model are not fully under-
stood. Using adversarial networks, we include a priori known
sources of systematic and theoretical uncertainties during the
training. This paves the way to a more reliable event classifi-
cation on an event-by-event basis, as well as novel approaches
to perform parameter fits of particle physics data. We demon-
strate the benefits of the method explicitly in an example
considering effective field theory extensions of Higgs boson
production in association with jets.
1 Introduction
The application of multi-variate analysis (MVA) techniques
and machine learning have a long-standing history in anal-
yses in particle physics and beyond. In the context of parti-
cle physics, machine learning-based approaches are typically
employed when the expected signal count is small compared
to the expected background contribution, thereby challenging
a more traditional cut-and-count analysis to reach sufficient
discriminating power to separate signal from backgrounds.
For instance, the recent observations of top quark-associated
Higgs production by CMS [1] and ATLAS [2] heavily rely
on multi-variate approaches. But machine learning has also
been considered in different contexts. The power of MVAs
in searches for new physics is that they adapt to correlations
in particle final states in order to map out relations between
theoretical input parameters (the Lagrangian) and the output,
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e.g. the physical final state given by a particular radiation pro-
file observed in a detector [3–31].
Machine learning approaches come into their own when
there is insufficient knowledge of the dynamics that connect
input and output, or in cases where there is no concrete model
at all. This forms the basis of applications of machine learning
approaches to stock trading and face or pattern recognition,
where comparably effortless predictions need to be made on
short timescales. This is qualitatively different for particle
physics applications where the underlying Standard Model of
Particle Physics (SM) is well-established. Connecting theo-
retical (not necessarily physical) input parameters with actual
measurements is not only possible, but sets the baseline of
the observed success of the SM over orders of magnitude.
Of course, these strategies, which are supported by factori-
sation principles [32,33] at the price of associated uncertain-
ties in perturbation theory, generalise to interactions beyond
the SM. Therefore, the most adapted approach to classifying
experimental observations (e.g. discriminating between sig-
nal and background) is using the theoretical model itself by
employing its S-Matrix as an observable. This is known as
the matrix-element method [34] and ATLAS and CMS have
used these techniques in Refs. [35,36]. This approach can
be extended to the full particle-level as discussed in Refs.
[37–40].
The downside of such methods is that they require exten-
sive computational resources and quick event-by-event selec-
tion is not possible without further simplifying assumptions.
These shortcomings motivate MVAs as interpolating tools
whose sensitivity will be bounded by the sensitivity that could
be achieved by a particle-level matrix element method.
Theoretical uncertainties are inherent to both the matrix
element method as well as the multivariate techniques as the
underlying Monte Carlo (MC) tool chain will be plagued by
a range of largely unphysical parameter choices (e.g. renor-
malisation, factorisation and shower scales). MVAs need to
be trained on MC output, at least for constraining models of
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new interactions or rare processes. Consequently, they inherit
all MC-associated uncertainties. The MVA score will favour
highly exclusive phase space region which are poorly under-
stood perturbatively, enhancing the sensitivity to the under-
lying theoretical uncertainty. Data-driven methods might not
be available in these very exclusive regions, and the price of
a comparably large sensitivity is a reduced safety margin.
However, there are no well-defined models that can sys-
tematically estimate theoretical uncertainties. The impact
of such effects is therefore estimated by the community’s
ad-hoc consensus on scale variations etc. This motivates
MVAs as an ideal choice to decide on how to propagate
such unknowns to the final discriminant. This transcends the
traditional envelope of kinematic observables or cross sec-
tions as the MVA will be equipped to “see” and extrapolate
correlations of uncertainties and can decide on an event-by-
event basis whether a particular configuration is sensitive to
the question we might ask and whether the information we
would like to draw from it can be trusted.
Such an approach provides unique opportunities to the
extraction of unknown parameters. In particular, existing
constraints from the LHC have left an impression that new
physics could be heavy. This has motivated the use of effec-
tive field theory techniques for the hunt of new BSM interac-
tions. The relevance of differential distributions in this con-
text has been highlighted in Refs. [41–44] and the interplay of
theoretical uncertainties in this context is extremely impor-
tant.
In this paper we extend existing machine learning tech-
niques of treating systematic uncertainties using adversarial
neural networks [45] and propose a novel approach to include
theoretical uncertainties. In contrast to systematic uncertain-
ties, which affect the kinematics on an event-by-event basis,
theoretical uncertainties of the cross section are a property of
the process at hand and affect the event sample as a whole.
The ability to include all relevant uncertainties simultane-
ously not only allows for the evaluation of a neural network
(NN) score in a much more controlled and meaningful way,
but also paves the way to perform differential parameter fits
on an event by event basis while fully including a measure
of trust for the observed phase space region. We discuss this
using the example of Higgs production in association with
jets. However, our approach is applicable to a very wide range
of scenarios where machine learning is used in the presence
of previously known theoretical and systematic uncertainties,
e.g. signal vs background classification, particle identifica-
tion/tagging and fitting of model parameters.
This paper is structured as follows: in Sect. 2, we moti-
vate Higgs+jets physics as BSM case where uncertainties are
limiting factors in disentangling top-Yukawa modifications
from gluon–Higgs contact interactions. In Sect. 3, we review
the basics of the application of adversarial neural networks
to controlling such uncertainties and highlight the power of
this approach with a basic example, before we consider the
full kinematics of Higgs production up to 2 jets in Sect. 3.3.
We summarise and conclude in Sect. 4.
2 EFT measurements and differential distributions
Extracting as much information as possible from energy-
dependent observables is key to over-constraining the vari-
ous parameters that need to be introduced if the low energy
effects of new high-scale physics are treated generically [41–
44]. In particular, the high-pT regions of Higgs production
can serve to break degeneracies of modified top quark–Higgs
and effective gluon–Higgs interactions, which can be param-
eterised by
Ld6 = cgOg + ctOt = cg g
2
s
16π2v
h Ga μνGaμν + ct h t¯ t , (1)
where Gaμν denotes the gluon field strength tensor, and h
and t the physical Higgs boson and top quark, respectively.
The Wilson coefficient normalisations are chosen to make
their numerical impact comparable (see below) and reflect the
strongly-interacting light Higgs ansatz [46], the additional
factor of the strong coupling g2s re-sums large logarithmic
corrections from QCD at the dimension-6 level [47–49].
The top-Yukawa coupling modification at fixed top quark
mass that is described by Eq. (1) leads to a degeneracy with cg
for momentum transfers below the top pair threshold. Con-
cretely, low-energy theorems [50–54] induce interactions
Leff,t = −
√
2
3
ct
yt
OG + . . . , (2)
where yt  1 denotes the SM Yukawa coupling. This leads
to an approximate blind direction ∼ cg −
√
2ct/3 of inclu-
sive observables (such as cross sections), where the inclusive
gluon fusion cross section becomes SM-like.
This degeneracy can be lifted in a global fit through sub-
sidiary measurements of top quark-associated Higgs pro-
duction, which is insensitive to the ggh modifications [42].
Another promising avenue is to distinguish OG from Ot at
large momentum transfers [55–59], see Figs. 1 and 2. The
expected uncertainties in these particular phase space regions
are non-negligible and are the obvious limiting factors of a
coupling extraction from the theoretical side.
Multiple hard jet emission can enhance the cg, ct discrim-
ination (see also [60–63] for related discussions). On the one
hand, this comes at the price of an increased phase space sup-
pression and a typically larger theoretical uncertainty. Addi-
tionally, the higher dimensionality of the phase space can give
rise to new sensitive observables which are not necessarily
directly aligned with standard kinematical distributions such
as invariant mass and transverse momentum distributions.
Adapting into these particular phase space regions can be
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Fig. 1 Predictions for Higgs+jet production for approximate cancel-
lations of Wilson coefficient choices that can be resolved for large
momenta. The uncertainty (grey band) is evaluated by factorisation
and renormalisation scale variations (μ0/2 ≤ μ ≤ 2μ0) around the
central scale μ0 =
√
(ph + p j )2. Modified branching ratios h → ττ
are included throughout
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Fig. 2 Predictions for production in association with 2 jets for approx-
imate cancellations of Wilson coefficient choices that can be resolved
for large momenta. The uncertainty (grey band) is evaluated by factori-
sation and renormalisation scale variations (μ0/2 ≤ μ ≤ 2μ0) around
the central scale μ0 = √pT, j1 pT, j2 . Modified branching ratios h → ττ
are included throughout
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achieved through boosted decision trees and other neural net
techniques, which exploit multi-dimensional correlations to
isolate particularly sensitive phase space regions. The down-
side of such an approach is that the associated uncertainties
are hard to control, which can make such multivariate anal-
yses highly sensitive to theoretical systematics. The case of
Higgs production in association with multiple hard jets in
the presence of Og , Ot modifications is particularly difficult
and consequently provides a compelling physics case for the
application of adversarial neural networks.
2.1 Numerical setup
In order to study the presence of Og and Ot in Higgs pro-
duction in association with hard jets we employ a modified
version of Vbfnlo [64–66] to perform the parton-level cal-
culations presented in this work. Specifically, we focus on
QCD-mediated Higgs production (gluon fusion) with one
and two additional jets in the final state [67–73]. We pre-
select events at the parton level in the central part of the
detector with large cuts on the jet-transverse momentum dis-
tribution of
h + 1 jet : pT, j ≥ 130 GeV, |η j | < 2.5
h + 2 jets : pT, j ≥ 150 GeV, |η j | < 4.5 (3)
to guarantee that these processes are well described by the
associated hard matrix elements and that weak boson fusion
and associated Higgs production can be controlled. For the
chosen jet pT cut the weak contribution to h+2 jet produc-
tion is around 1/5. This contribution, which can be modified
by other EFT operators is not discussed here and should be
included in a more realistic EFT fit. Under these assumptions,
the dominant Higgs coupling modifications to described
Higgs production are parametrised by Eq. (1). We consider
Higgs decays to tau leptons taking into account the branch-
ing ratio modifications induced by cg and ct . We include τ
tagging efficiencies independent of cg , ct and phase space,
but note that these are not major limiting factors at the LHC.
In particular hadronic tau leptons are now under good con-
trol in Higgs final states, and di-tau efficiencies of around
50% are possible at background rejection close to unity [74–
76]. For computing significances for different choices of the
Wilson coefficients cg and ct in Sect. 3.3 we include a produc-
tion reconstruction efficiency of 22% [42] as well as a com-
bined effective tau reconstruction efficiency of 43%, which
includes both leptonic and hadronic tau decay channels.
The theoretical uncertainties associated with the residual
renormalisation (μR) and factorisation (μF ) scale depen-
dence of the observables are estimated by varying these scales
around a central scale μ0
μ = μR = μF = μ0/2, μ0, 2μ0,
μ0 =
{
mhj =
√
(ph + p j )2 h + jet√pT, j1 pT, j2 h + 2 jets
, (4)
where mhj is the invariant mass of h+jet and pT, j1 (pT, j2 ) is
the transverse momentum of the (second) leading jet.
For this study we do not include a parton shower or detec-
tor simulation in the generation of h+jet and h+2 jets events
because these effects are inconsequential to the method of
including theoretical uncertainties using an adversarial neu-
ral network described in this work. The reason is that this
method is based on supervised learning with Monte-Carlo
events as input. Whether these events are evaluated at the par-
ton, particle or detector level is not essential for the method to
work. However, we expect parton shower and detector sim-
ulation to show some effect on the significances presented in
Fig. 6 and defer the investigation of these effects to future
studies.
3 Adversarial neural networks and uncertainties
3.1 Learning uncertainties
The concept of generative adversarial neural networks was
first proposed in Ref. [77]. Its aim is to train a NN to generate
data according to a given (experimental) multi-dimensional
distribution through a zero sum game. The setup consists of
two NNs: a classifier and an adversary, which simultaneously
use opposite training goals. The adversary learns to generate
data samples according to the input distribution, while the
classifier learns to distinguish generated from actual data.
After the training of the setup when the NNs reach equilib-
rium, the classifier can only distinguish generated and real
data by chance.
We make use of this approach by starting with a classi-
fier that can distinguish between different input data varia-
tions according to the systematic uncertainties. The adver-
sary on the other hand penalises this kind of discrimination
via the loss function. The result of this adversarial training
is a classifier that cannot distinguish between different input
data variations and is therefore insensitive to the systematic
uncertainties [45]. More specifically, we can obtain a clas-
sifier into signal and background independent of underlying
nuisance parameters such as theoretical uncertainties includ-
ing the renormalisation and factorisation scale dependence.
This is achieved by using the adversary to penalise the classi-
fier whenever it becomes sensitive to the scale variation. The
classifier thus avoids phase space regions that have a large
discriminating power, but are plagued by theoretical uncer-
tainties. This is the region relevant to disentangling different
EFT contributions as discussed in Sect. 2.
In total, such an adversarial neural network (ANN) is a
numerical implementation of an optimisation problem (with
123
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respect to signal-background separation) with constraints
(being independent of the scale) where the constraints are
implemented via the loss function of the adversary and the
associated Lagrange multiplier is a tunable hyper-parameter
of the adversarial neural network.
Applying this to our physics problem, Monte Carlo runs
with different scale settings can be used as input for the adver-
sarial setup to discard phase space regions where discrimi-
nation also distinguishes the scale variations.
The ANN used here consists of two components. The first
component is a classifier discriminating between a standard
model Higgs sample and an alternative sample with fixed ct
and cg . The second component is the adversary. This setup is
implemented using Keras [78] and TensorFlow [79]. The
classifier has one output node with a softmax activation func-
tion, i.e. the output is a scalar ∈ [0, 1] where “0” represents
the SM class and “1” the signal class. The classifier output is
fed directly into the adversary input. The adversary is trained
to determine the scale choice only from the classifier output.
Hence, the adversary has one output node with a linear acti-
vation function representing the adversary’s prediction of the
chosen scale.
To perform the adversarial training, we consider a com-
bined loss function consisting of the classifier loss and the
adversary loss. The loss function of the classifier is defined
by the binary cross-entropy. The adversarial loss function
is defined as a mean squared error regression of the scale.
The total loss function is constructed such that the classi-
fier loss contributes positively and the adversarial loss neg-
atively. Hence, the adversarial interplay works as follows:
With decreasing ability of the adversary to determine the
scale from the classifier output the adversary loss grows.
Since it contributes negatively the total loss decreases. The
training goal is to minimise the total loss function and there-
fore the classifier is forced to modify its output such as to
minimise the ability of the adversary to distinguish between
the scales. This results in a classifier which is insensitive to
the scale choice of the input data.
Two architectures exist to perform adversarial training.
An approach where the training of classifier and adversary is
performed simultaneously and another with alternating train-
ing steps. For the alternating approach the training is also
performed on the entire adversarial neural network consist-
ing of classifier and adversary. But in one step the adversary
weights are frozen and the total loss function is used. In the
other step the classifier weights are frozen and only the adver-
sary loss function is used. Hence, one step trains the classifier
taking the adversary penalty into account and the other step
trains the adversary only thus adapting the adversary to the
previously trained classifier. These two steps are performed
alternating on each batch of training data.
We tried both approaches (simultaneous and alternating
training), but we found better convergence with the alter-
nating adversary and consequently focused on this approach
for this study. For the full NN architecture and training we
required:
• for the “classification layer” 2 hidden layers with 20
nodes each,
• for the “adversary layer” 2 hidden layers with 20 nodes
each,
• in all cases Relu activation function, and
• we use a batch size of 500 events trained over 500 epochs.
We have tried other configurations in terms of numbers of
layers and nodes but did not observe a significant change in
the training performance. However, hyperparameters such as
learning rate (5 × 10−4), relative weight between classifier
and adversary loss as well as the number of epochs had to
be tuned. To ensure convergence of the adversary, the cross
section, jet pT and any other tested variables are transformed
to have mean zero. The transformation of the cross section
is adjusted to have root mean square (RMS) 1, whereas the
other variables are transformed to have an RMS of 100. This
additional transformation is needed because the scale varia-
tion of the adversary and the discrimination power are both
dominated by variations in the cross section. To perform the
adversarial training the adversary loss is scaled by a factor of
100 relative the loss of the EFT classifier. When the adversary
is reduced below 100, for all cases, we observed a gradual
transition to the instance where the adversary is non-existent;
eventually converging to the bare discrimination case. We use
∼ 2.5−4 ×105 events for signal and background depending
on the choice of the parameters cg and ct . 90% of the events
are used for training and 10% are reserved for validation and
testing.
3.2 Example
To highlight the crucial features of our method, we first
consider a simple example for which we use our numeri-
cal setup given in Sect. 2 focusing on the h+2 jets channel.
For illustration purposes we only consider two input vari-
ables in this example: the normalised differential pT distri-
bution and the associated cross section (see Fig. 3). The use
of additional variables is studied in Sect. 3.3. The choice of
cg = −0.6, ct = 0.27 is motivated by the shape of the pT
distribution which needs to be contrasted with the overlap-
ping uncertainty bands for the cross sections. We train the NN
with background and signal distributions of events defined by
the transverse momentum of the leading jet pT, j1 as shown
on the right-hand side of Fig. 3. The background distribu-
tions for all three scale choices in Eq. (4) are combined into
one distribution. For the signal we use the central scale (μ0)
distribution. We have checked that the events from pT, j1 dis-
tributions of different scales choices produce the same neural
123
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Fig. 3 Cross section observable and jet-transverse momentum distribution in h + 2 jets production for an operator choice (cg, ct ) = (−0.6, 27).
For further details see text
network output. The reason is that the NN is only sensitive to
shapes since it learns (normalized) probability distributions.
However, as can be seen from Fig. 3 the scale choice has lit-
tle impact on the shape of the differential cross section with
respect to pT, j1 .
In addition to the pT, j1 we consider the exclusive h + 2
jets cross section. We randomly assign to each background
(signal) event a cross section distributed according to the
background (signal) distribution shown on the left-hand side
of Fig. 3. Since the theoretical uncertainty of the cross sec-
tion is estimated by scale variations, its distribution is not
governed by statistics. Instead we have to choose a prior.
Here we choose an asymmetric Gaussian distribution with
mean σˆ = σ(μ0) and left (right) standard deviation σl =
σ(μ0) − σ(2μ0) (σr = σ(μ0/2) − σ(μ0)) to account
for the asymmetric character of the theoretical uncertainty
associated with the scale choice. We also have checked a flat
distribution as a prior and found no significant changes in the
NN output of the pivotal classifier as long as the distributions
for signal and background cross section overlap.
This is the crucial step in our approach to include theo-
retical uncertainties into the machine learning driven event
classification. The key difference to existing approaches to
include systematic effects is that in this case the uncertainties
affect the event sample as a whole and not event by event, as
for example event reconstruction uncertainties. While NNs
can be sensitive to theoretical uncertainties which change
the shape of event distributions they remain blind to flat
uncertainties as in the case at hand. Note that this becomes
more important if adapted scale choices exist that capture
the shape modifications of certain observables, i.e the ideal
scenario of RGE-improved fixed order calculations. There-
fore, we propose to promote these theoretical uncertainties to
parametrised nuisance parameters to make them accessible
on an event-by-event level.
We first run this setup without the adversarial NN. The
resulting NN score (and the associated receiver operating
characteristic, ROC curve) is shown in Fig. 4. As the uncer-
tainties between the new physics and the SM hypotheses are
not necessarily completely correlated we show results for μ0
there. The classification is highly sensitive to the scale within
the boundaries of our scan 1/2 < μ/μ0 < 2. There are a
number of reasons for such a strong correlation with clas-
sification. However, the main qualitative feature that drives
this discrimination is captured in the running of strong cou-
pling αs . A feature that is particularly pronounced in the
pp → hj j contribution and our main motivation for the use
of this example. The larger the chosen dynamical scale, the
smaller the cross section and the larger the damping of the
high pT tail relative to the central SM choice. In contrast,
our choice of non-zero cg, ct induces an enhancement of the
tail. Together this means that it is easier for the classifier to
distinguish the cg, ct modification from a lower cross sec-
tion that results from a comparably soft pT tail. Conversely,
a lower scale choice results in the opposite situation, it is
now more difficult for the classifier to distinguish the BSM
contribution from a larger cross section that results from an
enhanced tail ∼ α4s log4(pT /μ). Note that this is already mit-
igated in our example as we choose a central scale of ∼ pT .
Therefore, including the cross section of the whole sample as
observable is crucial to isolate scale dependencies of limits,
as mentioned above.
The strong dependence of the classifier on scale is note-
worthy for measuring BSM-like Higgs properties since it
leads to an unphysical response. Close to the blind direction
a “wrong” choice of μ could therefore be understood as a
measurement of non-zero ct , cg in a fit. This is the situation
that we need to avoid.
Figure 5 demonstrates, that the adversary eliminates the
scale dependence completely. The effect of including the
123
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4 Distribution of NN scores (a) and associated ROC curve (b) for background-only and signal + background event samples. The classification
has been performed using only the discriminator. If the area under curve (AUC) is larger than 0.5, discrimination is possible
(a) (b)
Fig. 5 Same as Fig. 4 but here the distributions were obtained by a classifier that had been trained using the adversarial setup. If the area under
curve (AUC) is larger than 0.5, discrimination is possible
adversary preserves the same discrimination across differ-
ent scale choices. This means that the particular scale choice
does not impact the classification into BSM or SM contri-
bution. More concretely, this means that the NN has learned
to avoid regions of phase space parametrized by the physi-
cal observables where uncertainties are the key factors that
drive the classification in the non-adversary scenario. Put
simply, the ANN performs BSM vs SM discrimination only
where the SM hypothesis can be trusted. The net effect is
therefore not only a convergence of the ROC curves to a sin-
gle line between 2μ0 and μ0/2, but an overall reduction of
the sensitivity, i.e. three ROC curves that indicate a much
reduced, yet reliable, discrimination between signal and SM
background.
3.3 Application to EFT-modified jet-associated Higgs
production
Building on the example of the previous section we can now
turn to the multi-dimensional problem of Higgs production in
association with up to 2 jets. We apply the numerical setup in
Sect. 2 by generating Les Houches event files [80] for a scan
in (cg, ct ) under the constraint of reproducing the SM-like
inclusive cross section within 25%. Here we consider both
Higgs production channels h+jet and h+2 jets. Furthermore,
we treat the cross section for both processes analogously to
the example above and additionally employ a range of kine-
matic information to the classification: for the h+jet channel
we use transverse momentum and rapidity of the jet and for
the h + 2 jets channel we use transverse momentum and
123
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Fig. 6 Performance comparison of the (A)NN using Higgs+multijet
final states. For details see text
rapidity of the pT -leading and second-leading jet, azimuthal
angle between the jets and rapidity and invariant mass of the
jet pair. As the uncertainties become limiting factors in par-
ticular in the vicinity of the blind direction cg −
√
2ct/3, we
express the final score as a function of the deviation away
from cg =
√
2ct/3.
The (A)NN output (or ROC curve) can be used to compute
significances for different parameter choices. To keep matters
transparent, we do this by picking a particular working point
on the ROC curve that maximises S/
√
B (where B stands
for the SM expectation), requiring at least 2 (1) expected
SM events in the h+jet (h + 2 jets) selection region detailed
above for a given luminosity. We treat the two regions as
uncorrelated. No additional parton-level cuts are employed.
The result is shown in Fig. 6 as a function of the distance
from the (cg, ct ) blind direction for a luminosity of 100/fb.
There, we also compare the ANN performance to a neural net
analyses without the inclusion of the adversary. In the latter
case, different scale choices will result in a different NN
score. By tracing the influence of the μ-dependence of the
NN score through to the significance, a variation of exclusion
can be assigned an uncertainty represented by the blue error
bar.
As can be seen from Fig. 6, there are different possible out-
comes, but an exclusion at the 68% confidence level should
be possible for the region close to the SM. In some cases the
ANN limit agrees well with the lower end of the expected
significance as one could naively expect. This situation corre-
sponds to an ANN score that interpolates between maximum
and minimum discrimination within the uncertainty bands
of the fully differential cross sections. Given that the ANN
pivots as a result of the uncertainties, it will always be less
sensitive than the NN output. The lower NN sensitivity as a
function of μ therefore provides a supremum of the ANN’s
sensitivity.
There are also more interesting situations, in particular
when we approach the blind direction. While the NN score
without adversary becomes sensitive to phase space regions
that are not under perturbative control, the ANN will not show
any sensitivity in this particular region of phase space. This
leads the ANN to push its region of discrimination to a more
exclusive region of phase space where the relative impact of
the uncertainty is smaller compared to the new physics devi-
ation. In turn, this then manifests itself as a smaller total dis-
criminating power, well outside the naive uncertainty expec-
tation of the NN score without adversary. This robustness
is a clear benefit of the adversarial network and is the main
result of this analysis. As expected, this effect becomes most
relevant when we approach the blind direction. New physics
events with cg ∼
√
2ct/3 will be distributed more closely to
the SM expectation across the considered phase-space. Scale
uncertainties render the ANN “blind” to small kinematical
deviations within the associated uncertainty bands, thereby
decreasing the overall sensitivity significantly. Including a
proper treatment of kinematic uncertainties, as provided by
the ANN is therefore crucial to obtaining robust and reliable
constraints that inform a new physics question, which in this
example is represented by the relevance of the top threshold
for new heavy BSM.
4 Summary and conclusions
Theoretical and experimental uncertainties are the key lim-
iting factors in searches for new interactions at the LHC and
future colliders. This is dramatically highlighted when we
want to constrain non-resonant extensions of the Standard
Model, where large momentum transfers and very exclusive
regions of phase space are the most sensitive probes of new
physics. Experimental sensitivities are usually good when
we deal with hard final state objects. Unfortunately, outside
the inclusive realm of perturbative QCD, theoretical control
in highly selective regions of phase space is often lost or at
least significantly degraded.
There is no first principle way of correctly assessing the
associated theoretical uncertainties apart from ad-hoc scale
variations of unphysical remnant scales. Process-dependent
QCD-educated guesses for such choices might exist, but
these do not come with guarantees, in particular, when we
deal with the multi-parton and multi-scale problems imposed
by hadron collider phenomenology.
In this paper, we have addressed this conundrum by build-
ing on recent developments in machine learning, specifically
in the area of adversarial neural networks.
While ad-hoc scale choices have to remain as estimators
of the theoretically unknown, the response of Monte Carlo
data to such choices can be propagated to the kinematics of
the full final state. In phase space regions where the a priori-
sensitivity to new physics is large but effectively obstructed
by uncertainties, no sensitivity should be claimed. These
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regions, which also depend on the particular type of uncer-
tainty, are process-specific and are not necessarily aligned
nor connected with our standard understanding of collider
kinematics. This large variation in conditions is most natu-
rally addressed with neural networks.
Using the particular case of jet-associated Higgs produc-
tion at the LHC, where large momentum transfers can pin-
point different sources of new physics in the Higgs sector, we
have demonstrated that uncertainties can be accounted for in
the discrimination. Additionally we have shown that “stan-
dard” approaches to select new physics can be sensitive to
uncertainties and typically the sensitivity is over-estimated,
in some cases severely. An accurate, uncertainty insensi-
tive estimate, can be achieved through a dedicated adversar-
ial neural network implementation, which provides robust
discrimination at expected smaller sensitivity. Although we
have focussed on theoretical uncertainties, this methodology
directly generalises to other sources of uncertainties that limit
the sensitivity of events with high-momentum transfers at the
current and future energy frontiers including b-tagging effi-
ciencies, jet-substructure calibration, missing energy observ-
ables etc. (see in particular Ref. [15]) and could be part of a
new standard of phenomenological analyses.
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